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\Don't stand chattering to yourself like that," Humpty Dumpty said, looking
at Alice for the rst time, \but tell me your name and your business."
\My name is Alice, but |"
\It's a stupid name enough!" Humpty Dumpty interrupted impatiently. \What
does it mean?"
\Must a name mean something?" Alice asked doubtfully.
\Of course it must," Humpty Dumpty said with a short laugh: \my name
means the shape I am | and a good handsome shape it is, too. With a name
like yours, you might be any shape, almost."
\Through the Looking Glass and What Alice Found There",
Lewis Caroll, 1871.

Abstract. Meta-level architectures are always, implicitly or explicitly,

equipped with a component that establishes a relation between their
object- and meta-level layers. This so-called naming relation has been
a neglected part of the architecture of meta-level systems. This paper
argues that the naming relation can be employed to increase the expressiveness and eciency of meta-level architectures, while preserving
known logical properties. We argue that the naming relation should not
be a xed part of a meta-level architecture, but that it should be de nable
to allow suitable encoding of syntactic information. Once the naming relation is de nable, we can also make it meaningful. That is, it can also be
used to encode pragmatic and semantic information, allowing for more
compact and ecient meta-theories. We explore the formal constraints
that such a de nable naming relation must satisfy, and we describe a definition mechanism for naming relations which is based on term rewriting
systems.

1 Introduction
An important property of any meta-level system is the connection between its
object- and meta-level layers. A crucial aspect of this connection is what is known
as the naming relation. A naming relation associates elements of the object-layer
with their names in the meta-layer, and thereby allows the meta-layer to refer
to, and express properties of, the elements of the object-layer.
Below, we will rst discuss the naming relations that have been used (either
implicitly or explicitly) in the literature (Sect. 2). We will argue that these naming relations have been used in a very limited way, and that they can be used

more e ectively if made de nable (Sect. 3). Section 4 discusses the advantages of
a de nable naming relation, and Sect. 5 gives some examples of de nable naming
relations from di erent areas of ai. Naming relations cannot be de ned arbitrarily, but must satisfy certain formal constraints which will be explored in Sect.
6. we describe a particular formalism based on term rewriting for constructing
de nable naming relations (Sect. 7). Comparison with related work (Sect. 8)
concludes this paper.
Before we proceed a remark is in order on the scope of this paper. The
discussion in this paper will be in the context of systems that use logic as their
representation language: they consist of theories built out of logical expressions
and are equipped with inference rules. However, many of the notions, arguments
and conclusions of this paper can be easily generalised to meta-systems based
on other types of languages, such as object-oriented languages [9], functional
languages [12] or mixed representation languages [4].

2 Existing Naming Relations
As many important concepts in knowledge representation, the notion of a naming
relation originates in work by logicians [13]. A naming relation is a mapping from
syntactic constructs in the object-language LO to variable free terms in the metalanguage. LM Through this mapping, object-level constructs become available
for discourse in the meta-level theory. This makes it possible in the meta-level
theory to quantify over object-level constructs while staying within a rst order
framework, without having to resort to second order logic to express properties
of object-level predicates.
So far, we have been deliberately vague about the domain of the naming
relation, and have described it with the term \object-level constructs". There is
a considerable amount of freedom in choosing the domain of a naming relation.
This choice will depend on what constructions we wish to predicate on in the
meta-theory, but in general the domain of the naming relations will always consist of constructions over the elements of LO . In the simplest case, the domain of
the naming relation is LO itself, thus providing names for object-level sentences
and terms. However, the domain can also be restricted to subsets of LO (say
only terms), or extended to other constructions over LO such as object-level
proofs (trees or sequences of object-sentences), object-theories (sets of objectsentences), etc.
Even though the domain of a naming relation can include any of these possibilities, for the purpose of examples in the remainder of this paper, we will often
assume that the naming relation ranges over the elements of LO , although most
of our arguments and conclusions will not crucially depend on this.
The co-domain of the naming relation must always be a set of variable free
terms from LM. The fact that names are terms enables the meta-theory to
express properties of object-level expressions while staying within a rst order
language. Names must be variable free in order to allow for the correct semantic
interpretation for them in the model of a meta-theory (see Sect. 6 below).

Note that nothing in either the de nition of the domain or co-domain of
the naming relations excludes the possibility that we choose LO  LM, or even
LO = LM . This possibility (discussed in [1]) allows for the famous self-referential
constructions known from [5], but nothing in this paper depends on the equality
or otherwise of LO and LM .
Traditionally, two types of naming relations have been employed by logicians,
starting again from [13], called quotation-mark names and structural description
names. The simplest possible names are the quotation-mark names, which associate object-level expressions from LO with atomic constants from LM . For
mnemonic reasons, the name of an object-expressions 2LO is often written as
the constant de2LM, but the name can of course be any arbitrary constant in
LM.
Structural descriptive names turn object-expressions into complex terms in
the meta-level theory, where these terms re ect the syntactic structure of the
object-level expressions. An example would be the name
all(var1, all(var2, imply(2pred(p,var1,var2),2pred(p,var2,var1))))

in M for the following sentence in LO , which expresses the commutativity of
the predicate p:
8x8y[p(x; y) ! p(y; x)]
(Notice that the object-variables x and y are named by meta-constants var1 and
var2 to obtain a ground term in LM , and that all predicates, logical constants
and quanti ers of LO are named by function symbols or constants of LM ).
A large number of ai systems with a meta-level architecture have implemented a naming relation in the sense described above. For example, the Socrates
knowledge representation system [8], directly implements a quotation-mark naming relation, whereas the logic programming systems Godel [6] and Re ective
Prolog [3] implement a structural descriptive naming relation

3 Naming Relations Should Be De nable
In all systems described in the literature (with the possible exception of FOL,
but see Sect. 8 for more discussion on this system) the naming relation has
been attributed an \external" status: In presentations by logicians, the naming
relation is assumed to be xed, and systems are studied with respect to di erent
sets of axioms and rules of inference in O and M, but no variation in the naming
relation is ever considered. Similarly, in presentations of ai systems, the user or
programmer is allowed to de ne the contents of O and M (and sometimes even
the languages LO and LM and their rules of inference), but the naming relation
is assumed to xed, and not available for rede nition.
This state of a airs seems to be based on a lack of appreciation of the importance of the choice of the naming relation. It appears to be a neglected but
nevertheless crucial fact that the nature of the naming relation determines for
a large part the expressiveness of the meta-theory. As argued in [11], a metatheory is model relative, which means that the expressiveness of a meta-theory

depends on the model it has of the object-theory. A meta-theory can only refer to properties of object-expressions that are made visible on the meta-level
through the naming relation, because it is the naming relation that determines
for a large part the model that the meta-level has of the object-level theory. If,
for example, we look at the following two naming relations:
object-sentence : p(f(x)) ^ q(g(x; y))
(1)
quotation name : dp(f(x)) ^ q(g(x; y))e
(2)
0
0
0
0
0
structural name : p (f (var1)) ^ q (g (var1; var2))
(3)
(where ^0 is a binary function symbol of LM , written in in x notation), then it
is clear that (3) is more expressive than (2), thereby allowing meta-theories to
express properties which would otherwise not be expressible. An example is the
statement which expresses that the commutativity of a given object-predicate p
is provable in the meta-theory. Using the structural naming relation from (3),
this statement can be expressed as:

8x8y[prove(p0 (x; y)) ! prove(p0 (y; x))]

(4)
but a similar statement would not be expressible using the quotation naming
relation (2). The closest approximation that would be possible with this poorer
naming relation is:
prove(d8x8y[p(x; y) ! p(y; x)]e)
which is di erent from (4) since it expresses that the commutativity of p is provable in the object-theory, whereas (4) asserts that this property of p is provable in
the meta-theory. However, even though the structural names from (3) are more
powerful than the atomic names from (2), they still restrict the expressibility of
the meta-theory. For instance, they do not allow for quanti cation over objectlevel function symbols, since these are represented by meta-level function symbols, and this would require second order quanti cation in the meta-language.
An alternative name of (1) is illustrated in the following example
alternative name : p0(func(f; [var1])) ^0 q0 (func(g; [var1; var2])) (5)
which does allow quanti cation over object-level function symbols. For instance
the sentence
8f 8arg[: : :func(f; [arg]) : : :]
is quanti ed over all unary function-symbols. However, this naming relation does
not allow for quanti cation over object-level predicate symbols. Ever more complicated naming relations can be invented, for instance allowing quanti cation
over predicate symbols, which would make the name of (1) look like:
pred(p; [func(f; [var1])]) ^0 pred(q; [func(g; [var1; var2])])
or even allowing quanti cation over logical constants, yielding:
logical-const(and; pred(p; [func(f; [var1])]); pred(q; [func(g; [var1;var2])]))

as the name of (1).
However, there is of course no end to the amount of properties that we may
want to have available in the meta-theory: we may want to quantify over the
arity of object-level function- or predicate-symbols, in a sorted logic we may
want to include the sorts of object-level terms in their names, etc.
On the other hand, if none of these properties of object-level expressions is
needed for a given meta-theory, it is advantageous to employ as simple a naming
relation as possible, in order to reduce the complexity of the expressions in the
meta-theory.
The conclusion of this progression of ever more general naming relations and
the trade-o with complexity is of course that no single naming relation can be
found that is optimal for all meta-theories, but that the richness (and therefore the complexity) of the naming relation should be adapted to the particular
requirements of a given meta-theory. Since in many systems the de nition of
the contents of the meta-theory is up to the user or programmer, so should the
nature of the naming relation between object- and meta-theories be left to the
user or programmer. In other words, the naming relation between object- and
meta-theories should be made internal to the system, de nable by the user, instead of being external to the system and xed once and for all by the system's
designers, as is current practice.

4 Advantages of De nable Naming Relations
The previous section introduced the notion of a de nable naming relation. In
this section, we shall argue why this notion is indeed a useful one.
The rst advantage of de nable names has already been described above:
they allow the complexity of names in LM to be tailored to the requirements of
the speci c meta-theory M in which they are used. This means that names will
only be as complex as they are required to be, and will not encode any syntactic
details of expressions from LO which are not used by the axioms in M. This is
bene cial both from a human standpoint (since meta-level expressions will be
easier to comprehend) and from a computational standpoint (since meta-level
names will be easier to compute).
Readers will of course have recognised this argument as a special case of
the general lesson in Computer Science that it is good to allow exible use of
datastructures, allowing users to formulate their own de nitions separately from
the rest of the program. We have simply applied this argument to the special
case of naming relations in meta-level systems.
A second, and more fundamental advantage of a de nable naming relation is
that they can be used to reduce the computational complexity of M. This will
be the subject for the remainder of this section.
A property shared by all naming relations exploited in existing systems and
in the literature, is that the names are de ned uniformly across the syntax of
LO : syntactically similar expressions will have similar names. However, if the
naming relation is made into a de nable component of the system, then there is

no longer a need to only de ne the naming relation uniformly across the syntax
of LO , but we may employ the naming relation to introduce other distinctions
between expressions of LO . In particular, it becomes possible to encode semantic
and pragmatic aspects of expressions from LO into their names in LM . We have
coined the phrase \meaningful naming" for this idea (as opposed to the more
traditional \syntactic naming"), because it becomes possible to encode more
than only syntactic structure into names, but we use the names also to encode
both semantics (meaning) and pragmatics (use).
As we will show, this mechanism of meaningful names can be used to increase
the eciency and the intelligibility of the meta-theory, by reducing both the
number of meta-level axioms and the size of the remaining axioms.
In rst order logic, properties of individuals are represented by unary predicates applied to constants. Thus, properties of expressions from LO are expressed
by unary predicates of from LM . However, the notion of de nable names allows
us to encode such properties in a di erent way, namely no longer as unary predicates, which will occur in the axioms of M, but instead in the names themselves.
After all, it is no longer necessary to de ne names uniformly across the syntax
of elements in LO (which would require that similar expressions have similar
names); we can now take into account non-syntactic properties of expressions
from LO , and encode these properties in their names. Thus, if two expressions in
LO are syntactically similar, but one has a certain property that we want to represent in M, and the other does not, then we can assign di erent names to these
expressions, which will encode these di erences, even though the expressions are
syntactically similar. In this way, we can exploit the naming relation to eliminate
as many of the unary predicates from M as we would like. We know from previous results that a transformation which removes unary predicates from a theory
brings substantial gains. The transformation from an unsorted to a sorted rst
order theory, as described for instance in [14] also results in the removal of unary
predicates from a theory (in that case, they are encoded in the sort structure),
and problems which are known to be combinatorially explosive in unsorted theories can be eciently dealt with in sorted theories (e.g. Schubert's Steamroller).
This close parallel between the introduction of sorts and the introduction of
meaningful names shows how meaningful names will lead to more compact and
ecient meta-theories in meta-level systems.

5 Examples of Naming Relations
In this section, we will illustrate the idea of exploiting the naming relation to
encode properties of object-expressions in their names in the meta-language
through a number of small examples.

5.1 Control Information in PRESS
A well-known meta-level system, and in fact one of the early systems to propagate the use of a meta-level architecture, is the equation solving system press

[2]. A with many meta-level systems, the purpose of the meta-theory M in press
is to express constraints on the search space of the object-theory O. In press,
O consists of algebraic rewrite rules, such as
logU V = W =) V = U W
T  W + V  W = U =) (T + V )  W = U

(6)
(7)

press's meta-theory M classi es all these rewrite rules into a number of categories, depending on the way the rule should be used in the process of solving an
algebraic equation. For instance, press distinguished between isolation rules and
collection rules. Isolation rules isolated the single occurrence of the unknown on
one side, thereby solving the equation, whereas collection rules combined multiple occurrences of the unknown into one, thereby enabling the application of
isolation rules. Some axioms of press's meta-theory are given in Fig. 1 (all variables are universally quanti ed if not stated otherwise). PRESS used structural
names rather than the atomic names in Fig. 1, which have been introduced for
simpli ed presentation. The crucial point here of course is that PRESS used
syntactic names, be they atomic or structural.
 isolation-rule(V, rule-6)
 collection-rule(W,rule-7)
 one-occurrence(var,lhs=rhs) ^
isolation-rule(var, rule) ^

apply(rule, lhs=rhs, var=rhs') ! solve(var, lhs=rhs, rhs')
 multiple-occurrence(var, lhs=rhs) ^
collection-rule(var, rule) ^
apply(rule, lhs=rhs, lhs'=rhs') ^
solve(var, lhs'=rhs', rhs'') ! solve(var, lhs=rhs, rhs'')

Fig.1. A meta-theory of PRESS
If we would employ a de nable naming relation, we could exploit the names
of rules (6) and (7) to encode that they are of di erent categories. Instead of
the undescriptive names rule-6 and rule-7 used in Fig. 1, we could use the more
descriptive names isolation-rule(V; 6) and collection-rule(W; 7). This would enable a new formulation of the meta-theory as in Fig. 2.
Clearly, the axiom set from Fig. 2 is smaller than the one from Fig. 1: there
are fewer axioms (2 instead of 4), and the axioms that remain are simpler (both
implications have lost one conjunct from their antecedent).
This transformation of the theory from Fig. 1 to the theory from 2 may look
insigni cant, but this is mainly due to the simpli ed nature of our example. As
argued above, we know from parallels with sorted logic that such transformation
do in fact have substantial bene ts.

 one-occurrence(var, lhs=rhs) ^

apply(isolation-rule(var,rule), lhs=rhs, var=rhs') !
solve(var, lhs=rhs, rhs')
 multiple-occurrence(var, lhs=rhs) ^
apply(collection-rule(var, rule), lhs=rhs, lhs'=rhs') ^
solve(var, lhs'=rhs', rhs'') ! solve(var, lhs=rhs, rhs'')

Fig. 2. A PRESS meta-theory using meaningful names

5.2 Control Information in Logic-programming

We can use de nable names to construct a naming relation that encodes information about the degree of instantiation of formulae from LO . If, for example,
we have an object-theory encoding graphs as edge (node1 ; node2 ) predicates, plus
an axiom de ning the transitive closure as
connected (N1 ; N2 ) edge (N1 ; N3 ) ^ connected (N3 ; N2 )
then we can construct a meta-theory containing the control assertion that the
conjunction de ning connected(N1 ; N2) should be executed from left to right
if N1 is given, but from right to left if N2 is given. We can exploit the naming relation for this purpose by assigning di erent names to formulae from LO
depending on their degree of instantiation:
name in LM
formula from LO
edge (node15 ; X ))
groundvar (dedge e; dnode15 e; dX e)
connected (X ; node15 ) groundvar (dconnected e; dX e; dnode15 e)
edge (X ; node15 )
varground (dedge e; dX e; dnode15 e)
connected (X ; node15 ) varground (dconnected e; dX e; dnode15 e)
This enables us to write down the meta-axiom:
before(groundvar( ; ; ); varground( ; ; ));
which can be taken into account by a meta-interpreter in M for O.
We deliberately give this well-known example from meta-programming in
logic-programming to show how a de nable naming relation can be used to
achieve more compact meta-theories.

5.3 Knowledge Roles in KBS

Knowledge-roles are a concept from the development of knowledge-based systems
used to indicate the role that particular expressions play in the inference process.
An example of knowledge roles (a term introduced by [10]) is for instance the
di erence between a causation-relation and a specialisation-relation. These will
be used in very di erent ways in the inference process, even though they may
be logically represented in similar ways. We can capture such di erent roles by
using a de nable naming relation, as follows:

formula from LO
name in LM
acute-meningitis!bact-meningitis type-of(dacute-meningitis e,dbact-meningitis e)
meningococcus!bact-meningitis causes(dmeningococcus e,dbact-meningitis e)

and a meta-theory specifying the inference steps can then use these names to
distinguish between the use of causation-relations and specialisation-relations.

6 Properties of De nable Names
Once a naming relation is a de nable instead of a prede ned component of a
meta-level architecture, it becomes important to know what the formal properties are that a naming relation must satisfy, since these properties can no longer
be enforced once and for all by the system implementer, but must be checked
on the de nition supplied by the user.
For the purpose of this section, we will use the 2-place symbol N to denote
the naming relation, and we will use the notation  to denote any name of the
object-expression . Thus, we have N (; ) for any name  of . Notice that the
relation N is not de nable in either object- or meta-theory, but is outside the
scope of both. We will continue to use de for the quotation name of .

6.1 De nable Names Are a Conservative Extension
It is easy to see that the introduction of non-syntactically determined names are
\only" a notational device, and do not extend the logical power of our formalism.
For any expression 2LO with a meaningful (= non-syntactically determined)
name 2LM, we can use simply the syntactic name (say the atomic name de),
and assert the additional equality  = de in M. This shows that de nable names
are only a conservative extensions (everything that is expressible and provable
in both object- and meta-theory with de nable names is also expressible and
provable without them). However, as we have argued in the previous section,
the combinatorial properties of M change for the better with the introduction
of de nable names.

6.2 Relational Properties of Naming
In Sect. 2, we have already discussed the domain and range of naming relations.
If we write, N : D  R, then the range R of the naming relation must be a set
of ground terms from LM . The domain D can vary from de nition to de nition,
and can be such things as sets of object-level terms, formulae, proofs, theories,
etc.
Four general properties that characterise any relation are the following:
total: 8x2D 9y2R : N (x; y);
surjective: 8y2R 9x2D : N (x; y);
functional: 8x2D 8y1 ; y22R : N (x; y1 ) ^ N (x; y2) ! y1 = y2;
injective: 8x1; x22D 8y2R : N (x1; y) ^ N (x2; y) ! x1 = x2;

Of these, none is required (and even desired) with the exception of the last
(injectivity). This is in contrast with the naming relations as de ned by logicians and as implemented in the systems mentioned above, which are all total,
functional and injective.

{ A non-total naming relation implies that not all elements of D have names
in LM , and thus some elements of R cannot be described in M. This can
be used in systems where only some parts of LO need to be visible outside

the theory. This corresponds closely to the \export" operation that is well
known from programming and speci cation languages, and will lead to a
reduction in the search space of proofs in M.
{ Surjectivity would imply that LM contains only terms that are names of
elements of D, and no terms denoting anything else. It would exclude such
obvious meta-theories as those that reason about the length of proofs, which
require natural numbers as terms besides terms that refer to LO . This would
be an absurd requirement, which is not enforced in any naming relation in
the literature, either from logic or from ai. There is one case where some
form of surjectivity would seem reasonable: if the meta-language LM is a
sorted language, and contains sorts whose terms are meant to be only terms
from LM that are names for D, then we would expect N to be surjective
onto such sorts
{ A non-functional N can assign more than one name to a single element of
D. This is unusual in syntactic naming relations, but is useful in meaningful
de nition of N , since it is well possible that we may want to reason about
di erent properties of an element of D. In such a case, it is more convenient to
assign di erent names to an element from D, each name encoding a di erent
property, rather than constructing a single complicated name to encode all
properties at once.
{ The only property that is formally required of N is its injectivity. This becomes clear when we realise that the proper semantics of a naming relation,
as pointed out by [13], is that the object-theory should be regarded as a partial model of the meta-theory, in the sense that the denotations of names in
M (the elements of R) are the corresponding expressions in O (the elements
of D), in other words:
8x2D8y2R : [ y]] = x i N (x; y);
where [ y]] is the semantic denotation of y. This makes N the inverse relation
of semantic denotation. Thus, if  is the name of , then  is the denotation
of . Since semantic denotation is required to be functional (no term is
allowed to have more than one denotation), N must therefore be injective.

6.3 The Complexity of the Naming Relation
In the literature, naming is often tacitly assumed to be an operation of trivial
complexity (e.g. quoting, or some direct form of syntactic isomorphism). The

following example (due to Luciano Sera ni at irst) illustrates that we must
indeed put an upper bound on the complexity of N. Let IN be the standard
model of arithmetic, and de ne N as follows:

true(de) if IN ` 
N (; ) $  =
= false(de) otherwise
Suppose we have the following natural deduction rules:


prove(true(de)) if N (; true(de))
prove(false(de)) otherwise
and
prove(true(de))
prove(false(de))

:
In this way, the object-theory would be a consistent and complete axiomatization
of the standard model of arithmetic, something which we know to be impossible.
The construction of this example relied of course on the de nition of N , and in
particular on the fact that the above de nition was not a recursive function.
Thus, we will have to require that N is at least computable, but in practical
systems we would expect it not only to be computable, but tractable as well.
After all, a major reason for organising a system as a meta-architecture is to
control the combinatorial explosion in the inference process, and we would thus
expect N not to contribute to this explosion (for instance by being of exponential
cost in the length of the object-formulae).

6.4 Equality of Names

If we allow the naming relation N to be non-functional (that is: some elements
of D have more than one name in R), what is the relation among the di erent
names i of an element  2 D? The choice here is whether we want all names
i of an element  2 D to be provably equal in the meta-theory or not. In other
words, the question is whether we want the following:
(8)
if N (; 1 ) and N (; 2) then M ` 1 = 2 :
From a logical point of view, this is perfectly natural, since it amounts to having
equality in the model as equality in the language Taking the object-theory as a
partial model for the meta-theory, as suggested above, this simply amounts to
keeping M complete with respect to its model O.
It is less clear that (8) is also a desirable property from a computational
point of view. After all, we would like the meta-level search space to be smaller
than the object-level space. However, if we keep M complete, this implies that
everything provable in O will also be provable in M (and possibly more), thus
resulting in an even larger search space. Thus, from a computational point of
view, it may be advantageous to make M incomplete, and in particular to have
certain equalities such as those resulting from (8) not provable in M.
Summarising: equality of names in M is possible (and possibly even desirable) on logical grounds, but problematic on computational grounds.

7 Naming as a Term Rewriting System
7.1 De nitions

If we accept the arguments of the previous sections concerning the need for denable naming relations, we obviously require some mechanism that will enable
us to write down de nitions of naming relations. We need a formal language that
we can use to express naming relations, and we would like to be able to use such
a language to show that a particular de nition ful lls the formal requirements
that have been investigated above.
One possibility is to de ne a naming relation as a term-rewriting system.
The motivation for this choice is the problem that the domain D of a naming
relation can vary between applications, and could consist of formulae, formulaetrees (proofs), formulae-sets (theories), etc. In order to minimise the assumptions
we make about D, we will de ne the naming relation as ranging over arbitrary
term-trees, and assume that every possible choice for D can be presented in such
terms.
The choice of using rewrite systems to specify the naming relation is only
meant as an example to illustrate the general point that it is both possible
and advantageous to have user de ned naming relation. Many other formalisms
are possible to de ne the transformation between object-expressions and their
meta-level names.
Neither the two place relation N nor the rewrite rules specifying it are themselves expressible in rst-order meta-level terms, since they require second order
quanti cations. The de nition of the naming relation by the user is done outside
the meta-object theories.
When using a set of rewrite rules to de ne a naming relation, a naming
relation N : D ! R is realised by a nite set E of rewrite rules of the form
name () 7! , with  and  taken from D and R respectively, but allowing for
rule-variables i to occur in both  and , where these rule-variables are taken
from a set V assumed to be disjoint from form D and R. We also allow the
occurrence of subterms name (i) in , and assume the symbol name does not
occur in R.
As usual, a rule name () 7!  is applicable to 2D i there exists a substitution for rule-variables  such that () = . The result of such a rule application
is then (). We then de ne the naming relation as the normal form under E :

N (; ) i name ()#= ; and 2R

(9)
The intuition behind this de nition is as follows: we use the rewrite system
E to gradually translate elements of D into elements of R. Each rule translates
part of an element of D, leaving the translation of other parts unspeci ed (the
name (i ) subterms) which have to be computed by further applications of rewrite
rules. Whenever the rewriting process terminates (when we have computed a
normal form), we will either have completely translated our original element of
D into its name in R, or we will have failed to do so because we have not arrived
at a correct element of R. This latter gives rise to a non-total naming relation.

It is important to realise that the set of rule variables V is disjoint from
the variables in either D or R. During the application of rewrite rules, only the
rule variables are bound by matching  with . During the rewrite process, the
elements from D are regarded as ground terms, and variables from O occurring
in elements of D play no distinguished role in the rewrite process.
Notice that in testing whether a rule name () 7!  is applicable to an expression , only  can possibly contain rule variables, and not , and we therefore do
not require uni cation, but only matching in order to test for rule applicability.
As we will see in the examples below, it will turn out to be useful to impose
a sort structure on V and D, and to require that the substitution  respects this
sort-structure.

7.2 Examples
In this section we shall illustrate naming relations as rewrite rules by de ning
some of the naming relations used earlier in this paper in this way.
Example 1 Binding information.

For de ning the naming relation from Sect. 5.2 which encodes instantiation
information, we can usefully exploit the obvious sort-structure on syntactic elements of LO :
:::
ps c v
name (1 (2 ; 3 )) 7! groundvar(d1ps e; d2c ; ed3v e)
name (1ps (3c; 2v )) 7! varground(d1ps e; d3c e; d2v e)
:::
(We write is for a rule-variable i of sort s, and write ps and fs for predicate and
function symbols, c for constants, v for variables, t for terms and s for sentences,
arranged in the obvious hierarchy).
Example 2 Knowledge roles.

The de nition of the naming relation that captures the di erent roles that
expressions from LO play in the inference process (Sect. 5.3) di ers from the
previous example because it explicitly refers to particular non-logical symbols
from LO :
name (acute-meningitis ! bact-meningitis)
7!
type-of(dacute-bact-meningitise; dbact-meningitise)
name (meningococcus ! bact-meningitis)
7!
causes(dmeningococcus e; dbact-meningitise)
The naming relation used in the example concerning press (Sect. 5.1) has a
similar form, showing that the e ectiveness of press's meta-theory can be explained as the assignment of di erent knowledge roles to the rewrite rules from
its object-theory.

Example 3 Purely syntactic names.

A segment of a structural naming relation, illustrated above in 3 can be
formulated as follows:
name (1c) 7! d1c e0
name (2fs (3t )) 7! d2fs e(name (3t ))
name (4ps (3t )) 7! d4ps e(name (3t ))
name (5s ^ 6s ) 7! name (5s ) ^0 name (6s )

:::

This naming relation is in fact (very close to) the one used in the Godel logic
programming language (see Sect. 8 below).
By contrast, an quotation naming relation can be captured by the following
trivial rewrite system:
name (1any ) 7! d1any e

7.3 Properties
Section 6 argued that naming relations should be allowed to be non-functional
and non-total, but are required to be injective. How is all this re ected in our
realisation of the naming relation as a nite set of rewrite rules?
It is clear that de ning a naming relation as rewrite rules allows for non-total
and non-functional naming relations. After all, we can have rule sets with no rule
applicable to a particular element of D (non-total).
Similarly, E is allowed to be non-canonical, allowing some elements of D
to have more than one normal form, thereby making the naming relation nonfunctional.
The only requirement that we had to enforce on a naming relation was its
injectivity. A well-known result from term-rewriting theory (e.g. [7]) tells us
that this property is decidable, since the injectivity of E corresponds to the set
of reverse rules E ?1(mapping from R to D) being canonical, and being canonical
is decidable for terminating nite rewrite systems. Clearly, E ?1 is nite (since E
is nite), and it is also terminating (proof by induction on the size of terms to
be rewritten).
Finally, naming as rewriting as de ned in this section is clearly ecient: it
is linear in the size of the element of D to be rewritten.

8 Comparison With Existing Systems
Not very many of the meta-systems in the literature consider the naming relation
as a de nable part of the system. In this section, we discuss the only exception
we know of, namely the theorem-proving system fol [15].

The fol system consists of a set of theories, called contexts, some of which
may form object-meta pairs, in the sense that terms from one theory refer to
formulae of the other. These object-meta pairs are connected by means of the
standard re ection rules for upwards and downwards re ection, and by a naming
relation as required by these rules.
The fol system is one of the few in the literature where the notion of a
de nable name already occurs. To be more precise, in fol the user does not
actually de ne naming, but instead de nes the inverse operation (denotation).
It is possible, by means of the attach command, to associate terms from the
meta-theory with (the data-structures underlying) the formulae from the objecttheory. This denotation relation is required to be functional, and as a result
the naming relation satis es the injectivity requirement from Sect. 6. It is also
possible for a single (datastructure underlying an) object-formula to serve as
the denotation of multiple meta-level terms, and as a result, naming in fol is
not required to be functional, again in accordance with Sect. 6. Among such
multiple names of a single object-formula, fol distinguishes a preferred name.
This user-de ned naming relation is used in fol during the application of the
re ection rules for the purposes of substituting object-level computation with
meta-level computation or vice versa.
The major di erence between fol and the approach taken in this paper is the
mechanism by which the naming relation is de ned: fol is restricted to a \pointwise" de nition of the naming relation (where names are assigned to individual
formulae of LO , much as in example 2), whereas our rewrite -rule formulation
can be used to de ne the names of classes of expressions. For example, the rule
1pr(2t ) 7! unary(d1pr e; d2t e)
assigns a name to all unary predicates from LO , whereas an fol user would be
forced to write down the name for each separate unary predicate from LO in
turn.
Furthermore, none of the papers on fol ever use the naming relation for
anything else than a purely syntactic (typically structurally descriptive) naming
relation. Although fol's mechanisms seem to allow meaningful naming relations,
this idea has not been investigated in the fol community.
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